Mekong regional Farmer Field School 2010-2020

Longlan UNESCO Biosphere 2020

Local knowledge in Community animal raising

Eco-vegetable planting & the way to control market in LPB

Customary Structural Based in Community Governance

Customary based forest land allocation by CHESH – Lao 2003

Eco-farming in land use planning and sustainable livelihood


Herbal wisdom in community healthcare & biodiversity preservation

Thuti Spirit Belief in watershed management for water security

Curriculum of Customary Law be Legalized 2005

Herbal wisdom in community healthcare & biodiversity preservation

Curriculum

Curriculum

Curriculum

Curriculum

Curriculum

Curriculum

YIELDS Network Based towards Eco-Farming

YIELDS Knowing & Understanding

YIELDS Participation & Practicing

YIELDS Cross-Monitoring and Evaluation

YIELDS Enriching and Broadening OD & ID

YIELDS Alliancing and Inter-Learning

MEOCO-ECOTRA 2010-2020

Nurturing Nature Customary Logic

Traditional Civil Society Based
Mekong Regional Network Action
Five years Programatic Framework
Yearly Financing
Membership Fees
Co-Sharing Responsibility

MECO-ECOTRA 2010-2020

Phu Sung Communities Solidarity under Directive 09/ – Lao Communist Party;
Community Development support under Luang Prabang District & Luang Prabang Province;
Facilitating by CHESH LAO and PAFO on Cultural Based Community Development 1999 – 2009 - 2020